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Ghana
KEY FIGURES
Main urban centres

Accra
Kumasi

Exchange rate: 1 US$ = [a] 2 Aug 2018
4.52 Ghanaian cedi
PPP Exchange rate (Local currency/PPP$) 1 Ghanaian cedi = [b] 1.5
Inﬂation 2016 [c] | Inﬂation 2017 [c] | Inﬂation 2018 [c]
15.40 | 11.80 | 9.80

Overview
In 2017 Ghana went through the third successive government transition from one
political party to another, which has assured economic stability and a favourable
business environment. Economic performance improved in the first half of 2017,
after years of fiscal slippage. The fiscal deficit for the first half of 2017 was
2.7 percent of GDP while revenues underperformed at 14.9 percent below their
target.1 This underperformance was reversed in the second half of 2017 as
policies, including a reduction in recurrent and capital expenditure announced in
the first quarter, took effect to keep a fiscal consolidation programme on track.
Annual inflation followed a positive trend as headline inflation was 11.8 percent
at the end of December 2017 compared to 15.4 percent in 2016 for the same
period.2 This further decreased to 9.8 percent as at May 2018.3 This mainly
reflects a restraint in transport, housing and utilities prices, partially offset by an
uptick in food prices. The reduction aided monetary policy easing, and the Bank
of Ghana cut the monetary policy rate (MPR) by a cumulative 550 basis points
from 25.5 percent in 2016 to 20 percent at end of 2017. In line with declining
MPR, the average lending rate decreased to 22.9 percent in May 2018 from
31.68 percent in December 2016.4
Housing and mortgage finance have experienced several difficulties, as evidenced
by the 6 000 mortgages in the country in the face of the 6.6 million households.5
Limited mortgages have been attributed to inadequate capital allocated to longterm financing, persistent gaps in borrower credit appraisals, and difficult
macroeconomic conditions resulting in high interest rates. Industry experts
attribute the high lending rates and limited credit to high non-performing loan
(NPL) rates6 which has also made some banks give up on products such as
mortgage loans.7 Similarly, housing microfinance has encountered challenges in
its consolidation, perhaps worse than mortgages.8 Only 15 of 35 banks offer
mortgage financing and only five microfinance institutions (MFIs) offer housing
credit products.9 Notwithstanding these challenges, opportunities for improving
residential housing supply and strengthening inclusive housing finance exist. In June
2018, the government announced plans to allow banks to issue securities for
pension funds, collective investments and insurance investment portfolios. This
will lead to an estimated GH¢300 million of debt issuances every month on the
Ghana Fixed Income Market by banks.10 This will ensure cheaper pension funds
are available to address the country’s housing delivery and infrastructure needs.

Population [d] | Urban population size [d]
Population growth rate [e] | Urbanisation rate 2016 [f]
Percentage of the total population below National Poverty Line [g]
Unemployment rate [c]

29 400 000 | 16 100 000
2.10% | 3.41%
24.0%
12%

GDP (Current US$) [h] | GDP growth rate annual [a]
GDP per capita (Current US$) 2016 [i]
GNI per capita (Current US$) 2016 [b]
Gini co-efﬁcient 2015 [j]
HDI global ranking 2017 [j] | HD country index score 2017 [j]

US$42 803 million | 6.8%
US$1 380
US$1 390
42.8
139 | 0.579

Is there a deeds registry?
Number of residential properties that have a title deed 2017
Lending interest rate
Mortgage interest rate | Mortgage term (years)
Downpayment
Mortgage book as a percentage of the GDP
Estimated number of mortgages
Price to Rent Ratio in City Centre | Outside City Centre [k]
Gross Rental Yield in City Centre | Outside City Centre [k]
Construction as a % of GDP [c]

Yes
5 760
n/a
28.70% | 20
20%
4%
n/a
10.17 | 29.23
9.83% | 3.4%
13.70%

What is the cost of standard 50kg bag of cement? [l]
What is the price of the cheapest, newly built house by a formal
developer or contractor? (Local currency)
What is the price of the cheapest, newly built house by a formal
developer or contractor? (US$)
What is the size of this house (m2)?
What is the average rental price for this unit (US$)?
What is the minimum stand or plot size for residential property?

US$7.00

Ease of Doing Business Rank [i]
Number of procedures to register property [i]
Time to register property (days) [i]
Cost to register property (as % of property value) [i]

120
6
47 days
6.20%

100 000 Ghanaian cedi
US$22 624
54m2
n/a
650m2

NB: Figures are for 2018 unless stated otherwise.
[a]
[b]
[c]
[d]
[e]
[f]
[g]
[h]
[i]
[j]
[k]
[l]

Bank of Ghana
World Bank World Development Indicators
Statistics Ghana
Worldometers
Worldpopulationreview.com
Trading Economics
UNICEF Ghana
IMF World Economic Outlook Database
World Bank Doing Business
UNDP Development Indicators
Numbeo
Ghacem.com

Ghana’s short-term economic prospects are good in spite of challenges with public
debt and rising expenditure. By year-end 2017, the estimated growth rate was
8.5 percent (compared to 3.7 percent in 2016) boosted by increased oil
production.11 Overall GDP is projected to reach 6.8 percent in 2018, dependent
primarily on an increase in oil and other commodity outputs. The non-oil growth
is expected to slow down to 4.3 percent with inflation expected to fall within the
target range of 8 +/- 2 percent in 2018,12 allowing for more monetary policy
easing and lower interest rates to spur private sector investment. According to
the Bank of Ghana, private sector credit grew to 5.7 percent as at end of June
2018 as compared to 2.4 percent as at end of March 2018. However,
notwithstanding the positive signals, this performance fell far short of the 15.1
percent registered a year earlier. The central bank was still positive in its outlook
of the economy, based on the rise in the disbursement of new loans from banks
and specialised deposit-taking institutions reaching growth of 24.7 percent yearto-date.
The banking sector is also undergoing significant reforms as part of the
government’s efforts to strengthen the financial sector and foster economic
growth. Minimum operating capital for universal banks has been raised from
GH¢120 million to GH¢400 million13 for a deadline of December 2018. These
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reforms respond to the accumulation of the serious management inefficiencies
from previous years which saw NPLs increasing to 8.4 percent in 2016. At present,
only a few banks have complied with, or are close to realising, the new Capital
Requirement Directive.14 These programmes are expected to help create
stronger banking institutions, improve credibility and augment the sector’s
contribution to the economy.
Access to finance
Since independence in 1957, at the end of April 2018 the Ghanaian financial sector
had grown from two banking institutions to 37 licensed banks,15 564 licensed
institutions (MFIs), 64 nonbank financial institutions, and one mortgage house.
Through the Ministry for Works and Housing, the government actively seeks to
expand affordable housing finance through the civil servant loan schemes. The
intention is to invigorate this scheme with new budgetary grants to provide lower
cost mortgages targeting public servants. In addition, efforts have been made in
2018 by the Ministry of Finance to obtain lower cost credit from the national
pension scheme. This will lead to monthly debt issuances of up to the equivalent
of US$65 million by commercial banks,16 very supportive of affordable housing
finance in the country.
Growing demand in (lower income) housing combined with the lack of
affordability bolstered an increase in the variety of mortgage products, although
mortgage debt to GDP, from 0.37 percent (2007) to 0.25 percent (2010), remains
insignificant compared to other developing economies, averaging 13 percent across
Africa between 2004 and 2009.17 In part, the global financial crisis affected the
majority of borrowers made up of foreign-based Ghanaians. Two principal
constraints to mortgage market growth are high interest rates and the limited
supply of affordable housing. However, mortgage lending remains relatively wellestablished in Ghana.18
Currently, 15 of Ghana’s 37 commercial banks officially offer different mortgage
loan products. Ghana Home Loans (now GHL Bank), is the dominant player and
market leader in the industry, accounting for about 50 percent of the market share.
Due to the immature financial market in Ghana, GHL Bank relied mainly on foreign
currency from development finance institutions (DFIs) for long-term funds until
2017, when it acquired a universal banking licence to operate.19 It now has the
opportunity to raise (short-term) funds from deposits. Other major players within
the Ghanaian mortgage market include Republic Bank (formerly HFC Bank),
Fidelity Bank, Cal Bank, Stanbic Bank, Bank of Baroda and the Construction Bank.
Addressing the housing deficit of almost two million remains daunting as the
slowdown in economic activities in the last years forced some banks in Ghana to
give up on mortgage loans. Long-term funds have diminished,20 coupled with the
rising cost of capital, weak compliance, and high non-performing loans (NPL ratio
increased from 17.3 percent in 2016 to 22.7 percent in December 2017).21
Demand for mortgages has also decreased due to high interest rates on home
loans, although there was a marginal decrease from 31.5 percent in March 2017
to 30.2 percent as at December 2017.22 Over the period, Barclays Bank charged
the highest interest rate on mortgages (38.5 percent) with the lowest rate being
offered by Bank of Baroda (22.0 percent). Maintenance of taxes on interests
earned on mortgages constrains the reduction of interest on mortgages. On the
CAHF dashboard on housing affordability and mortgage (2016), it indicates that
a US$10 000 housing loan over 20 years would require an average of US$242 a
month and, at an interest rate of 29 percent, would accumulate to US$60 189 in
repayments by the end of the period. For such a loan, only 3.4 percent of the
urban population would be eligible.23 The future does not portend well unless
there is significant change in this situation.
In addition, the underdeveloped capital market has constrained long-term funding
and reliance on shorter-term deposits among the few banks offering mortgage
loans endangers mortgage lending. Besides the DFIs, Republic Bank and GHL Bank
have in the past relied on multilaterals agencies – World Bank, International Finance
Corporation, among others – to raise funds for their operations. Borrowing in
foreign currency has driven mortgage institutions to lend to borrowers earning in
foreign currencies (whether resident or non-resident) to mitigate against currency
fluctuation risk and exchange rate losses. Local currency mortgages are available,
albeit at much higher interest rates. Republic Bank reported dollar mortgage
interest rates between 12 percent and 13.5 percent in 2015. In contrast, cedi
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mortgages had interest rates between 28 percent and 31 percent for the same
period. The preference for foreign currency borrowers over those in Ghanaian
cedi is indicative of the constrained affordability. Foreign currency mortgages also
limit the mortgage institutions from wide coverage down the income spectrum.
Lastly, the mortgage loan products do not synchronise with the incremental
housing development approach of the majority of households, more attuned to
cycles of smaller loans.
Ideally, MFIs could be a viable solution to the future development of affordable
housing finance. Although MFIs presently number 2 234 in the country, only a few
lend specifically for housing.24 There are five housing MFIs in the country, operating
primarily in southern Ghana.25 These MFIs providing housing loans charge interest
rates far above local currency denominated mortgages by as much as 15 percent
for two to three-year durations. Much remains to be done to improve the housing
microfinance market including linking commercial banks and MFIs to the
incremental housing process, the dominant form of affordable housing construction
in the country. Innovation is urgently needed to diversify and strengthen the
housing finance sector to engender substantial gain.
Affordability
Formal housing is out of reach for many in Ghana – despite government policy
efforts – due to the combination of continuous price increases in building materials
and land, especially in newly urbanised areas, and a lack of cheaper housing finance.
Many households live in informal, overcrowded and substandard housing that lacks
basic infrastructure, such as water, electricity and sanitation. House prices in Ghana,
relative to income, are more expensive than in most African countries. Blue Rose
Group, the only formal developer innovating for affordable housing, offers newly
built one-bedroom (54m2) house at US$22 624.26 The Ghana Real Estate
Developer Association (GREDA) notes that the least expensive house as at 2017,
available on the periphery of Accra, costs between US$55 211 and US$67 633.
However, the US$22 625 house would still be unaffordable to over 95 percent of
Ghana’s urban population considering monthly mortgage repayments relative to
household income of urban residents estimated at US$4 735 (GH¢20 930).27 At
present, the mortgage interest rate is 28 percent over 20 years compared to
33 percent in 2017.
To boost access to affordable housing, the government inaugurated a US$180
million project in 2016 to produce 5 000 units in the Ningo-Prampram District in
the Great Accra Region. About 40 percent of the houses are to be sold at
subsidised rates for low and middle income earners in the country. As at 2017,
the first phase of construction, comprising 1 500 housing units, had been
completed, although these units are not yet occupied because the off-site
infrastructure is still not in place.
The 2015 National Housing Policy recommended establishing a national housing
fund to offer decent and reasonable mortgages, slum upgrading and support for
small-scale local building material manufacturers. However, it remains to be
realised.
Housing supply and the property market
Ghana's population has grown at an annual rate of 2.1 percent in the last decade,
with approximately 54.4 percent of the country's population now residing in urban
areas.28 This urban population is expected to grow by 3.4 percent a year due to
a combination of natural growth and internal migration. The housing deficit is
estimated to be in excess of 1.7 million units as at December 2015, with an
increase in annual demand for housing units of over 60 000 affordable housing
units. The housing stock in urban Ghana was 3.4 million units according to the
2010 census, annually requiring 70 000 to 90 000 housing units to be delivered.29
Despite a widening deficit, the parastatal agencies Tema Development Corporation
and State Housing Corporation were only able to deliver 24 000 units between
1957 and 1990.30
Besides government’s efforts, private sector developers’ activity in housing supply
has been sorely inadequate. Most of the high-end residential estate is delivered
by the members of GREDA with a total annual output of 4 500 housing units.
The 85 000 transactions a year in real estate,31 estimated by Ghana Investment
Promotion Centre with an approximate value of US$1.7 billion32 caters for the
rich only. The majority of housing, about 90 percent of the total, is delivered by
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Cost of Unit (Local currency)

Annual Household income estimated using expenditure (PPP$)

Rural

245 502 Ghanaian Cedi

Urban

PPP$168 252
>PPP$40 001
PPP$23 001 – PPP$40 000
PPP$12 001 – PPP$23 000
PPP$8 915

PPP$8 001 – PPP$12 000
PPP$5 001 – PPP$8 000
PPP$3 601 – PPP$5 000
PPP$2 401 – PPP$3 600
PPP$1 601 – PPP$2 400
PPP$801 – PPP$1 600
<PPP$800

No. of households (thousands)

Source https://www.cgidd.com/
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- - - Average annual household income needed for the cheapest newly built house by a formal developer, 2017
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individuals and the most common building method is incremental construction,
where owners self-manage, relying on craftsmen and tradesmen to build
progressively, dictated by availability of funds. This trend has implications on the
quantity and quality of the dwellings. The result has been overcrowding, particularly
in urban areas, evidenced in the Greater Accra Region, with 61 percent of
households occupying single-room house with a family size of 3.8 people,33 fuelling
the proliferation of slums as the only option for low income households.
The removal of the five percent value added tax (VAT) on real estate transactions
in 2017 is yet to boost housing production as expected. The maintenance of the
eight percent rent tax and the VAT on imported materials for residential
construction, despite calls by developers to scrap these taxes, limit the opportunity
for mass production.34 It is argued that scrapping such taxes related to affordable
housing development would reduce the costs associated with low to middle
income housing supply.
The cost of land is another important factor contributing to unaffordable housing.
Land is beset by social, political and economic challenges complicated by high
demand, which has resulted in disputes in a lot of cases.35 Slow land titling and
registration processes further hinder the property market.36 Multiple ownership
claims on land plots often cause formal builders and housing finance institutions
to withdraw their participation from such projects. Currently, it takes between
one to three years to receive land title registration although the Ministry of Lands
and Natural Resources is trying to reduce this to 30 days through the Ghana
Enterprise Land Information System.
Policy and regulations
The 2015 National Housing Policy aims for “an enabling environment for housing
delivery” targeting the low income sector.37 The policy follows longstanding
legislative and institutional efforts to remove restrictions in the housing market to
bolster private investments in residential construction and housing finance. The
current administration favours the proposed National Housing Fund and
discussions have ascribed two purposes for its functions: subsidising the cost of
housing for the low income sector and restructuring mortgages to make monthly
payment obligations more affordable. The latter mimics the path that led to the
failed Bank for Housing and Construction (BHC), established in 1974 as a
government-owned entity but forced to close in early 2000 due to excessive
default in spite of the interest subsidies. In part, the BHC also had no legal means
to recover losses from delinquent borrowers without lengthy adjudication as per
the Mortgage Decree of 1973.38 In 2008, the Home Mortgage Finance Act
attempted to resolve bottlenecks and protect mortgage lenders.
Since 2007, the Credit Referencing Bureaus (CRBs), created by the Credit
Reporting Act, permits CRBs to determine credit risks of borrowers using a datarating tool for financial and non-financial institutions. Today, millions of Ghana’s
banked population have credit scores due to the screening efforts of the three
CRBs: XDS Data Credit Referencing Bureau, Hudson Price Credit Bureau, and

Dun & Bradstreet Credit Bureau Limited. The provision of credit screening has
motivated borrowers to meet payment obligations to minimise denial of loans
due to past delinquencies or defaults. Even though there are tangible results from
the CRBs, much remains to be done on credit screening as the trio of ratings’
institutions covers only an estimated 10 percent of Ghana’s adults.39
To improve on land use management, a number of pieces of legislations have been
promulgated under the Land Administration Project (LAP).40 The Land Use and
Spatial Planning Act, 2016 (Act, 925) aims to streamline processes of land use
planning. When effectively implemented, it will reduce the number of procedures,
time and cost to register property, leading to lower mortgage costs for residential
housing. In addition, the Local Governance Act, 2016 (Act, 936) promotes effective
local administration by speeding up the building permits processes. The Lands Bill,
2017 approved by Cabinet last year, drives towards sustainable land administration
and management, and effective land tenure in the country. A consequence of an
improved land registration system in Ghana would be the reduction of costs of
home loans, especially unsecured housing microfinance, as well as a considerable
reduction of cost of properties.
Opportunities
The current government has sought to address the multifaceted challenges facing
the housing sector through innovative approaches. Their manifesto promises to
work with organised labour groups to drive housing for all has significant, but as
yet unrealised, prospects, given the multitude of such groups in Ghana and their
substantial land holding.41 Prime-Stat (2017) found that 13 cooperative credit
unions sampled held 640 hectares of land in the periphery of the Accra
metropolitan area, in dire need of affordable housing finance and infrastructure
comprising roads, drainage, water and power.
Policymakers would need to focus on stabilising the macroeconomic environment
to create the necessary conditions for long-term lending because the success of
a housing finance market largely hinges on the macroeconomy. Prudent
management of the economy will create greater opportunities for developing an
effective mortgage market in the country and improve investor confidence in the
operations of the capital market.
The profound increase in land prices, driven in part by urbanisation, has driven
developers towards upscale multi-family development throughout Ghana’s cities.
Condominium units are prime for growth as they can also be targeted at low
income households instead of detached housing units. Historically, the public
pension fund in Ghana, the Social Security and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT),
has invested in the development of residential flats across urban areas.42 The
resulting 7 168 flats produced is a pointer for institutional investors and developers
seeking to address housing needs in an affordable and accessible manner for lower
income Ghanaian households. The challenge remains the viability of this approach
for the pension funds as exemplified in the ongoing quest by the government
compelling a reduction, and implicitly a subsidy, in the house pricing for an ongoing
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development, albeit without any transfers to the national pension fund, SSNIT, that
funded the project.43

microloans, lower and irregular income beneficiaries can have the means of
attaining a credit rating aligned with the industry standards of the CRBs. This can
lead to greater opportunities in providing those with moderate and variable
incomes a feasible means to eventually use shelter-financing products that serve
the housing needs of the many throughout Ghana.

With most households in rental arrangements, particularly in urban areas, some
financial institutions are experimenting with tenancy purchase arrangements to
provide loan instruments for renters aspiring to become homeowners. With the
high costs of home purchase and the disposition to rent, such housing finance
arrangements can potentially have strong appeal.

It is evident there are financial and policy-based opportunities to reduce risks and
minimise high interest rates for mortgages and microloans to promote inclusive
access to housing finance.49 Certainly, further facilitation is required to make these
opportunities demonstrably material for prospective investors.

Ghana has longer term maturity assets available through life insurance and pension
industries, with the life insurance industry seen as a leader in the West Africa subregion. However, in 2014, this financial sub-sector, at 3.07 percent, lagged in market
penetration behind South Africa (13.39 percent) and Kenya (3.17 percent)
respectively.44 Strengthening the life insurance sector can in turn stimulate longerterm asset allocation better suited for investment in housing finance.
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